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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Abbot’s Hill School (AHS), based in Hemel Hempstead, is an
independent boarding school for girls ranging from nursery age (4) to
GCSE level (16). Established in 1912, the school’s aim is to create a
supportive and sympathetic learning environment, based on Christian
values which encourages compassion, integrity and tolerance, together
with a sense of responsibility amongst all members of the community.

Campus Development
The AHS project was part of a campus-wide development which
included approved proposals to improve and develop the nursery and
prep school facilities. The development of the existing campus would
form part of an overall strategy to provide an excellent education,
whilst simultaneously seeking to ensure the school provided the best

possible facilities and learning environment for existing pupils, as well
as those attending the school in the future. The project was split into
three phases:
• Phase 1 Nursery: Relocate and expand the nursery to
provide extended all day, all year round provision.
• Phase 2 Juniors: Replace the existing Year 3 and Year 4 class
rooms with a new wing connecting Juniors and Science.
• Phase 3 Infants: Replace the current infants buildings with a
new purpose-built infant block.
Consultation
Enviromesh first became involved in the Abbot’s Hill project having
been approached by NVB Architects in Somerset. We were initially
briefed to provide design assistance for phase two of the scheme
which included plans for a mass gravity freestanding trapezoidal gabion
retaining wall within the Juniors’ school garden.

The second, middle tier of the
trapezoidal gabion retaining wall
(centre of photo) with a 6G Granite
fill. The granite wall provides contrast
with the pillared Welsh Slate used
in the upper tier and the Scottish
Beach Cobbels used on the lowest
tier. The surrounding soft landscaping
components were installed post
Enviromesh works.

For more information, visit us online

The new Juniors’ classroom and adjacent gabion retaining wall would
form a quadrangular design, with the retaining wall providing ground
stability for the upper levels of the exterior groundworks. The broader
remit was for these elements to create a strong architectural aesthetic
and feature wall, which in combination would become the central
focus of a ‘sensory’ garden and provide ‘an opportunity to create a
fantastic external teaching resource’.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Plan view showing the configuration of the
retaining and freestanding gabion walls
at Abbot’s Hill School.

Engineering expertise
The design team at Enviromesh, having been asked to advise on
the preliminary design proposals were subsequently consulted on
providing technical designs for the trapezoidal feature wall. Having
being involved at the early planning stages of the project, Enviromesh
were able to positively influence the key engineering and design
decisions by providing both practical solutions and technical advice.

Pillared Welsh Slate
Leicestershire Granite
Scottish Beach Cobbles

As a result of advising on the design and technical engineering aspects
in the early stages of the project, Enviromesh were contacted by the
main contractor, Borras Construction to supply and install the gabion
wall solution based on the approved designs.

Scottish Beach Cobbles
75-100mm
7650

2775

The design and technical specifications underwent further refinements
to accommodate the client’s more specific requirements. This largely
involved details such as the selection and configuration of the gabion
filling materials and the impact these would have in relation to the
structural considerations.

6G Granite gabion fill
100-150mm quarried stone

12900

Foundation

7650

This included providing guidance from a construction standpoint on
how best to integrate the design proposals within the overall scheme
in order to meet the wider project objectives.

Pillared Welsh Slate

6000

4125

LOWER TIER
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MIDDLE TIER
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THE CHALLENGES
Left, the Enviromesh install team working on the upper tier of the retaining wall using
a combination of pillared Welsh Slate for the face and 6G granite backfill. In the
foreground the partially completed trapezoidal gabion retaining wall.

The Juniors’ school garden at Abbot’s Hill School was specified to
be a ‘sensory’ garden, meaning the space would contain landscaping
features to stimulate the five human senses in its design. Changes in
elevation, the play between light and dark and between space and
enclosure would all need to be considered within the scheme and
landscaping, to enhance the user’s experience.

Below, viewed from the upper tier, the lower levels of the new wall gabion wall are
taking shape. This section required the Scottish Beach Cobbles to be hand-placed in
combination with a 6G granite backfill.

Design
A central part of the design would require the installation of a number
of freestanding, partially retaining and varying height trapezoidal gabion
wall sections. Each section would be interconnected and orientated at
90° to the next. To achieve this, Enviromesh would need to fabricate a
series of trapezoidal panels and interface panels to create the corners
between the uniformly inclined faces of each of the wall sections.
The site groundworks would create a series of terraces, which in effect
would provide a series of distinct ‘tiered’ levels for the final retaining
walls and overall landscaping scheme. These separate terraces would
each have their own visual characteristics as a result of the choice of

material used to fill them. The challenge for the Enviromesh build team
would be in accurately aligning the series of terraces within the context
of the variations in ground levels inherent in the site as whole—as well
as the sight lines relative to the surrounding buildings.

Trapezoidal tiered gabion units (side elevation)

Gabion retaining wall, upper tier (front elevation)
Pillared Welsh Slate

6G gabion fill - Granite
100-150mm quarried stone

3750
3525

Scottish Beach Cobbles
75-100mm

13575

4575

150

675

675

11175
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14325
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THE CHALLENGES
Materials
Filled, sample gabion baskets for approval by the client would need
to be produced and delivered to site for approval. These units would
provide a realistic visual guide by accurately representing the materials
that had been specified for the freestanding and retaining gabion walls.
The challenge in using different materials (for example one section
would require more than one fill type), although unusual compared
to standard gabion schemes, would need to take into account the
‘sensory’ aspect of the garden’s design brief. From pillared Welsh Slate
to Scottish Beach Cobbles to Granite—differences in shape, texture,
colour and tactility—would, by their nature, create a variation in the
finished walls’ physical and visual characteristics.
The materials would need to be sourced from different suppliers and
coordinated for delivery to site to suit the build programme.
Scottish Beach Cobbles
Scottish Beach Cobbles (being round and smooth) can be challenging
to work with, tending to shift if not managed correctly, mainly because
adjacent surfaces do not interlock in the same way as irregularly-shaped
6G gabion stone. As a result they are classed as a ‘moving fill’. The
cost implication of fully filling the baskets with this, relatively speaking,
more expensive material would also present a significant challenge, so
a suitable solution would need to be sought to accommodate them in
the scheme.

For more information, visit us online

Above left and right, shows the upper terrace build progress of the flush-faced, freestanding trapezoidal gabion retaining wall section. In the finished scheme, the granitefilled units would be hidden from view below ground level. The pillared Welsh slate was cut on site by a specially trained operator and installed on the exposed faces with a
granite backfill providing stability and structural integrity. Geotextile membranes are installed to ensure the gabion units are not compromised by fine materials.

Pillared Welsh Slate
Pillared Welsh Slate on the other hand is supplied in cubic metres, is
nonuniform in size and would need to be machine-cut on site prior
to installation. Once cut, the slate’s more linear nature will tend to
pack in more tightly. The initial preparation of the stone would require
the use of specialist equipment and would mean a slight delay in the
construction schedule. As a material fill Welsh Slate is more expensive
compared to standard rock fill materials.
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Health and Safety
Enviromesh prepare detailed Health and Safety and Risk Assessment
documentation in advance of every project. This includes equipment
and working practices as well as consideration for other workers and is
site specific in its context.
At Abbot’s Hill School, particular attention was given to how we could
minimise the risk to children who would be using the garden, once the
installation was complete.
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From left to right, the completed trapezoidal wall terraces: the lower tier with a Scottish Beach Cobbles gabion fill, complete with bench seat capping; the middle tier with
granite fill and the upper tier using pillared Welsh Slate for the facing stone and granite backfill.

THE SOLUTION
Gabion mesh basket samples
Prior to the commencement of works, Enviromesh provided the
client with three standard gabion units, pre-filled with the selected
materials, from our Stoke-on-Trent facility. These were transported to
site for client approval and gave the client and architects an accurate
representation of the materials and mesh that would comprise the
finished wall. Following this process, Enviromesh were notified that all
other parties involved in the project were happy to go ahead with the
construction of the wall as specified.

A cost-effective solution to suit the budget
The cost of using pillared Welsh Slate and the Scottish Beach Cobbles
to fill the baskets exclusively would be prohibitive for this project.
As a result, the trapezoidal baskets filled with these materials were
re-specified to include facing panels. These panels would create a
separate, restricted space ‘compartment’ within the front face of the
gabion basket. This reduces the overall volume of the more expensive
fill material per basket by restricting the pillared Welsh Slate and the
Scottish Beach Cobbles to the exposed faces only. The 6G Granite
gabion stone ‘hidden’ behind the facing stone therefore occupies the
majority of the basket.

Supplying bespoke gabion units
The trapezoidal units were fabricated by Enviromesh off site, to
ensure consistency in the incline or angle of the face of the units when
combined in to one structure.
This is particularly relevant (and important) to the external angles
where there is a 90º change in direction of the wall. The finished walls
would be flush-faced for this project, therefore the angle of incline
remaining constant was a key part of ensuring there was uniformity in
the final structure.

The granite serves a dual purpose of acting as a cost-effective back fill
material whilst ensuring that the facing stone remains in place, thereby
maintaining the integrity of the filled units.

For more information, visit us online
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The new Juniors’ wing of the
Abbot’s Hill School with the upper
and middle tiers forming part of a
series of interconnected, terraced
freestanding, retaining gabion walls.

THE SOLUTION
Fair facing the finished walls
As a result of using different types of stone fill, each with their own
characteristics, the baskets were hand-filled to ensure the exposed
faces maintained the high standards of architectural design that were a
hallmark of this prestigious project.

The broader remit was for these
walls and other elements to create
a strong architectural aesthetic and
feature wall, which in combination
would become the central focus of
a ‘sensory’ garden and provide ‘an
opportunity to create a fantastic
external teaching resource’.

The advantage of hand filling the gabion units
Filling gabion baskets by hand certainly takes slightly longer, however by
doing so the structural integrity and visual appearance of the trapezoidal
units was greatly improved. This is because it reduced the potential for
settlement and the creation of ‘voids’ within the baskets. The formation
of voids can allow the stone inside to settle and move.

The use of different materials for the
exposed faces of the gabion units
was a conscious decision to provide a
strong contrast in texture and colour.

Health and safety considerations
Helicals were installed on the outermost vertical edges and vertical
joins of adjacent units, as a safety precaution. They are used to ensure
that sharp corners have a spiral-shaped external ‘bumper’ running
down their length, limiting the risk to public safety. Given that the
Juniors’ garden would be a ‘high use’ area, it was especially important
to address and use practical measures to minimise the risk for all users.
The health and safety of the workforce is always a key consideration
for every project we undertake. In this instance the masonry-cutting
saw could only be used by a trained operator, wearing the correct
personal protective equipment, in accordance with the risk assessment.
All personnel were fully briefed before work got underway to ensure
that all potential risks and hazards were flagged up.
Detailed photos from left to right showing showing how spiral-shaped helical ‘bumpers’ were installed on the exposed edges of gabion units, to provide a more rounded
corner and help minimise the risk of potential injury. Wooden seating was used on the lower level run of gabion units which were 675mm in height.
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY ENVIROMESH
• Design engineer consultations and production of as-built drawings
• Manufacture and supply of the gabion mesh baskets in line with the design
• Supply and construction of gabion mesh basket samples for client approval on-site
• Preliminary meetings with key parties to agree wall design, materials, specifications
and the construction process
• Mass gravity gabion retaining wall installation including joint filling and hand-placed
facing stones
• Risk assessments and method statements in advance of works commencing
• Senior management overseeing the works and an experienced site supervisor

PROJECT BUILD COMPONENTS, SUPPLIED BY ENVIROMESH
• Bi-axial welded mesh gabion baskets:
75mm × 75mm welded mesh (4mm wire diameter, Galfan coated)

The side elevation showing the series of trapezoidal-shaped gabion retaining wall terraces and the change of stone fill materials
as the wall sections transitioned from one tier to the next. The wall was installed to finish flush up against the new building.

• Galfan coated welded mesh trapezoidal gabions

Technical and material specifications:

• 6N granular engineered backfill

• Fabric type
Galfan coated bi-axial
welded mesh

• Pillared Welsh slate (70m3)
• Scottish Beach Cobbles (30T)
• 6G Granite gabion stone (160T)
• Plate compactor, hand tools, compressor, pneumatic clipping tools, table saw,
generator, mini excavator and all fixing accessories including CL50 ‘C’ rings

• Tensile strength (wire)
540 to 770 N/mm2
• Weld strength
75% of the minimum
ultimate tensile strength of
the wire
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• BS EN 10223-8:2013
Steel wire and wire products
for fencing and netting
(welded mesh gabion products)

• BS EN 10244-2:2009
(Class A)
Zinc or Galfan coated
(95% Zn / 5% Al) steel wire

• BS EN 10218-2:2012
Steel wire and wire products
(general wire dimensions
and tolerances)

• BS EN ISO 9223:2012
50 years design life
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